
Live Storage
for boxes and bins
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It makes sense to choose our 

system as it saves up to 40% 

walking time, picking errors are 

reduced due to a better stock 

overview, picking time is reduced, 

fi rst-in, fi rst-out is guaranteed, 

space is saved and it provides 

additional motivation. 

Live storage racks ensure that 

important cost savings are 

obtained within the modern 

order picking process. They 

are also very effi cient aids at 

the production line, as clearly 

demonstrated by the KANBAN 

system. Irrespective of the 

manner of application, live 

storage racks form a crucial part 

of the logistic process.

Even though live storage racks 

often quickly provide a return on 

investment, they nevertheless 

are serious investments. There-

fore not only need the system 

to be perfectly adapted to the 

current logistical situation, it is 

also very important that it be 

fl exible to future logistical needs. 

Due to the sturdiness of our 

product, you can be sure of a 

trouble-free use for decades to 

come.

The safety that comes along 

with that sturdiness ensures that 

users of our systems can enjoy a 

healthy work environment.

Highlights

System overview

System details

2.1 Double rear 

beam 

Depending on the 

shelve width a 

reinforced (double) 

rear beam is fi tted.

2.2 Safe corner 

caps  

Rounded corner 

caps for the safety 

of users.

2.3 Tension

connection

With heavy loads 

the front and 

rear beams are 

connected to 

ensure maximum 

stability.

2.4 Step 

A pick step 

ensures that 

higher levels 

can easily 

be reached.

2.5 Side guide

Lifted guides at 

the replenishment 

side are part of the 

side beams.

2.6 Pick-to-light

Displays and other 

identifi cation 

systems can easily 

be fi tted.
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System overview

Flow shelve varieties.

Straight fl ow shelves are ideal for 

removing complete boxes, and 

also if there is suffi cient picking 

space above the boxes or bins 

to take out the goods.  With a 

build-in picking tray the fi rst box 

stands at an extra angle. This is 

handy for picking loose articles 

from an outer box or bin. It 

provides more picking space and 

ensures that the levels can be 

stacked closer to each other.

3.3 Adjustable 

Roller tracks and 

guiding strips can 

easily be adjusted 

manually each 

5.5 mm.

3.4 Steel axles

All roller tracks 

are fi tted with 

reliable, solid steel 

axles.

3.5 Guiding strips

Lane separation 

over the entire 

depth.

3.6 Input guides

Lane separation on 

the replenishment 

side, continuously 

adjustable.

3.7 Spread bar

Reinforces the 

roller strip on the 

replenishment 

side with heavy 

loads.

3.8 Spring clip  

Extra connection 

in the middle 

with deeper fl ow 

shelves.

3.1 Straight fl ow shelves

3.2 Built-in picking tray
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4.4 Straight design

Standard design. All levels 

have a similar depth.

4.5 Picking tray

Standard design with 

a tilted picking tray.

4.6 Picking station

Integrated gravity 

conveyor, limited space 

on levels 1 and 2.

4.7 Picking curve

Optimum access to 

all locations.

Freestanding

4.1 Double rack depth

Built-in in 

a standard pallet rack.

4.2 Pallet picking

Combination with pallet live 

storage for pallet picking.

4.3 Tiered structures  

Order picking on multiple levels, in combination with 

roller conveyors.

Pallet racking

Flow shelves can easily be integrated with pallet 

racks. The very solid system profi les ensure that 

a bay width of up to 3600 mm is possible. 

As part of a pallet rack the fl ow shelves offer 

results even in the most complicated storage 

solutions. 

If pallet bulk storage is not required above the 

picking area (or not possible), the live storage 

system can be designed as a freestanding unit. 

Flow shelves then are combined with a fl exible 

upright system. These upright frames are spe-

cially developed to match the fl ow shelves and 

provide optimum adjustability and fl exibility.

Application examples

In pallet 
racks or 
freestanding
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5.7 3-Post upright

The extra post also provides 

support in the middle.

5.14 KANBAN 

Double bin system 

for assembly lines.

Here with return level.

5.10 Pallet picking  

Combination with 

pallet live storage for 

pallet picking.

5.11 Gravity conveyor  

Integration of driven and 

non-driven conveyor systems.

5.8 4-Post upright 

Extra upright support with high 

loads and/or greater depth.

5.12 Variations 

Live storage rack supports 

multiple roller conveyors.

5.13 Store distribution  

Distribution of articles to 

various stores 

(with preparation shelve).

5.9 Stepped facing  

For removing high articles 

from outer boxes or bins.

5.1 Single rack depth  

Built-in in a standard 

pallet rack.

5.2 Pallet live storage

Integrated in a push-back 

pallet rack.

5.3 Ergonomic 

Optimum picking setup with 

a gravity conveyor.

5.5 Deep storage

Flow shelves under e.g. a satellite system.

5.4 Bulk storage  

Pallet storage on the rear of 

the system.

5.6 Mezzanine fl oor 

Integration of fl ow shelves 

under a fl oor construction.
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Live storage racks are cost saving 

alternatives for picking from shelving, 

wide-span or pallet racking. The live 

storage rack is of course also ideally 

suited for feeding parts to an as-

sembly line. If you are dealing with 

products with a limited shelf life live 

storage racks are ideal for you. 

Order picking forms an important 

part of logistical costs and live storage 

racks will ensure that you will quickly 

earn back your investment through 

savings in personnel costs.

Return on investment sample (ROI)

It is easy to determine the ROI period 

by comparing the existing layout 

with a new layout design made of live 

storage racks. In general a reduced 

route of up to 50% can be achieved 

compared with shelving. As traveling 

time often accounts for approximately 

40% of total picking time, this trans-

lates into approximately 20% shorter 

order picking time, which equates to a 

20% reduction in personnel costs. This 

advantage can clearly be expressed in 

fi nancial terms and can be set off 

against an investment in live storage 

racks. This means that the investment 

made in a live storage rack often can 

be recovered within a period of 2 years. 

The sturdy rack design also ensures 

that the system can function for 

many decades without any problems, 

absolutely maintenance free! This 

means that the investment pays for 

itself over an over again through the 

years, especially when one considers 

the increasing costs of wages.

Optimization of the 
order picking process

Savings

Essentials

• Up to 50% shorter picking routes.

•  Less picking errors due to clear 

lane arrangement.

•  Shorter removal time as the goods 

are always on the same place in 

the front of the rack.

•  First-in, fi rst-out.

•  Space saving due to compact 

storage.

•  Better motivation through

improved working conditions.

6.1 Traditional 

shelving

Main aisle system. 

6.2 Alternative

Other route systems. 

6.3 Shortest route

Live storage racks provide 

the shortest route in any 

situation.

Legend

        = storage

        = route

        = space reduction
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   7.3 Paperless order picking

Due to the optimum positioning 

and compact facing of the goods, 

live storage racks combine very 

well with advanced order picking 

strategies such as pick-to-light, 

RFID and HF. Displays and Tags can 

now or in the future be mounted 

directly on to the standard front and/

or rear beams. These beams can also 

be tailor-made to fi t every specifi c 

system as required.

7.1 Removal opening

Picking trays always provide the 

largest removal opening for picking 

items from outer boxes. A straight 

fl ow shelve positioned under a 

picking tray is not recommended 

as this provides minimum removal 

space. For the picking of entire boxes 

the removal opening is not important 

and straight fl ow shelves are a good 

choice.

7.2 Stepped facing

More removal space is

created by having the picking 

side extrude in steps,

especially in combination 

with picking trays. This setup 

is especially suited for the 

picking of high items from 

outer boxes or bins.

* index fi gures

*170

*85

*100

*260

*175

*190
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Storage units

The basis

Storage units form the basis of a live storage 

rack. Storage units (SKU) are mostly of pre-

determined dimensions, sometimes they still 

can be chosen to match the racking system. 

In any event, the storage units determine the 

design and success of the live storage rack. 

Essentials

•  Weight max. 20 kg 

(optional max. 25 kg).

•  Width max. 600 mm, 

depth max. 800 mm.

•  Level, stable base (not ribbed).

•  Manual handling (picking and 

replenishment).

•  No open boxes with 

protruding fl aps.

•  No stacks, except for stackbins 

(stack load max. 20 kg, 

optional max. 25 kg).

8.4 Fixed lanes, alternatively fl anged 

rollers

8.3 Plastic bins

Straight edges, level bottoms.

8.2 Fixed lanes or roller carpet 

for various box widths 

With or without lane separation.

8.1 Box 

The boxes have strong bottoms, without 

any protruding edges or staples.

8.7 Nest bin (cylindrical)  

Double lane guides between 

and around bins.

8.6 Produce bin, with longitudinal ribs    

As KLT/VDA bin with lane guides on the 

outside and reinforced roller tracks.

8.5 KLT/VDA bin with ribbed bottom  

Lane guides required (including 

exterior), reinforced roller tracks.
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9.5 Guiding strip 

Entire lane depth, 

10 mm wide, 

adjustable as 

a roller track.

9.6 Input guide 

Rear side, 250 

mm long, 25 mm 

wide, continuously 

adjustable. 

9.7 Reinforcement

Spread guards, on 

the replenishment 

side, for heavy 

loads.

9.8 Stability

Spring clip as 

additional fi xing 

point with long 

strips.

9.10 Securing

Push-back guard.

9.1 Standard  

Cylindrical roller 

tracks, pitch 

33 mm or more, 

yellow.

9.2 Flanged

For plastic bins, 

pitch 50 mm or 

more, yellow.

9.3 Anti-static

Special anti-static 

make in cylinder 

and fl anged, black.

9.4 Mini

Roller pitch 16 

mm (cylinder) or 

33 mm (fl anged).

9.9 Brake clip

Separate brake 

clip, positioned on 

the picking side.

The roller tracks use gravity to 

produce forward movement. This 

system will work for many decades, 

without consuming any energy. 

We only use solid steel axles for all 

roller tracks to ensure trouble-free 

operation. If required we reinforce 

these roller strips with spread guards 

and mount additional fi xing clips. 

Adapted versions are available for 

special uses.

Essentials

• Solid steel axles.
• Roller load max. 12 kg.
• Galvanized steel profi les.
• Adjustable each 5.5 mm.
• Easy to adjust manually.
• Also available in push-back version.
• Reinforced replenishment side also 

available.
• Temperature range - 35 to +50 °C.
• Flanged rollers only for plastic bins, 

width max. 300 mm, weight max. 

10 kg.

Matching the 
storage units

Roller tracks and lane separation

35
25

36
28

36 28

21
25
35 10

65

29

35
25

28
13

30
18

22
25
35
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doorrolramen techniek 

10.8 Standard

End stop with 

straight design 

(sticks out of the 

frame).

10.10 Stability

Connection 

between front 

and rear beam 

(optional).

10.9 Push back

Extra end stop for 

the rear (optional).

10.11 Picking tray

End stop with 

picking tray 

(within frame 

depth).

10.13 Side guide

Helps with 

loading, part 

of side beam.

10.12 Replenish-

ment side

Reinforced, 

double box design 

(optional).

10.1 Rear beam

Durable powder coating in 

RAL colour.

10.2 Connection strip

Maximum stability with 

heavy loads (optional).

10.6 Corner fi nishing 

Safely rounded 

plastic corner caps.

10.3 Support beam 

Rigid galvanized steel design.

10.5 Side beam

Rigid galvanized steel, 

rounded edges.

10.4 Front beam 

with end stop

Durable powder coating, 

double box design.

Flow shelve technology

10.7 Cross-section straight fl ow shelve

fl ow shelve depth 805 - 6055 mm

net depth = fl ow shelve depth - 10 mm

47

35

60

50

86
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11.1 Rear beam

Durable powder coating 

in RAL colour.

11.2 Picking tray 

Galvanized sheet steel, 

2 mm of thickness.

11.6 Corner fi nishing

Safely rounded plastic 

corner caps.

11.3 Support beam

Rigid galvanized steel design.

11.5 Side beam 

Rigid galvanized steel,

rounded edges.

11.4 Front beam 

with end stop 

Durable powder coating.

Flow shelve technology

11.10 12°/400 mm picking tray For box/bin depth up to 600 mm

11.8 Straight design

11.7 Cross-section with built-in picking tray

fl ow shelve depth 805 - 6055 mm

net depth = fl ow shelve depth - 55 mm

11.9 15°/300 mm picking tray For box/bin depth up to 450 mm

Essentials

•  Minimized construction height 

(max. 50 mm on front and rear).

•  Width up to 3600 mm

(with picking tray up to 3000 mm).

•  Depth up to 6055 mm (not partitioned).

•  Solid, heavy build for many decades 

of trouble-free usage.

•  Optimized for widths up to 2700 mm 

and depths up to 4500 mm.

•  Slope adjustable from 0 - 10% 

(about 6% is recommended).

•  Painted parts available in all RAL colours 

(with blue RAL 5010 as standard).

•  Temperature range - 35 to +50 °C.

47

300/400 

15˚/12˚

60

50

max. 450 mm

15˚

12˚

max. 600 mm

86
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A

B

Upright frame technology

Freestanding 
racking
If pallet storage above the fl ow shel-

ves is not needed, the live storage rack 

can be designed as a freestanding 

system. As the upright frames are 

specifi cally designed for use with the 

fl ow shelves, optimal adjustability 

of the depth, height and slope of the 

levels is guaranteed.

12.6 Reliable 

Top stability beam 

in box design.

12.7 Complete 

Including steel 

fl oor anchors and 

leveling plates.

12.8 Conveyor 

support

Tailor-made, 

height adjustable.

12.9 Step 

Simple, tube 

section with 

anti-slip strip.

12.10 Step 

Large grating step, 

in order to have 

both hands free.

12.11 Wheel set 

Mobile version 

possible (depen-

ding on circum-

stances).

12.1 1-Post upright frame 12.2 Added conveyor support

12.3 3-Post upright frame 12.4 4-Post upright frame

Essentials

•  Height and slope adjustable 

each 10 mm.

•  Upright frame post 50 mm wide.

•  Depth measurement 

from 600 to 6000 mm.

•  Durable powder coated fi nish.

•   Available in all RAL colours 

(with blue RAL 5010 as standard).

12.5 Support 

bracket  

Additional support 

is provided for the 

fl ow shelve 

(3 and 4 post).

18
04

- 
25

04
 m

m

600 - 2000 mm

1200 - 3000 mm 1800 - 6000 mm

18
04

- 
25

04
 m

m

18
04

- 
25

04
 m

m
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Integration technology

Built-in in 
pallet racking
Pallet racking and fl ow shelves form a very 

fl exible combination in both existing and new 

warehouses. In this manner an effi cient order 

picking system can be integrated in the pallet 

storage area. Each make of pallet rack is sui-

table for integration of fl ow shelves. The fl ow 

shelves are mounted directly to the rack posts 

with adapters provided. Construction height is 

thereby minimized and alterations to the posts 

are not needed. 

13.1 Side view Flow shelves can be mounted in pallet racking 

of single and double depth. The depth of the fl ow shelve is 

made to fi t the pallet rack (and can be up to 100 mm smaller 

than the rack depth).

13.2 Front view Depending on the bay width and load require-

ments an additional upright frame can be added. The original 

bay of the pallet rack is now divided into two smaller bays. 

This can be achieved in multiple manners.

13.3 Adapter 

bracket

Four pieces 

per fl ow shelve, 

mounted to the 

outer posts.

13.4 Counter plate

Provides a secure 

connection with 

every rack post.

13.5 Support 

bracket

Provides support 

to the middle 

posts (optional).

Essentials

•  Height and slope adjustable each 25 mm.

•  Pallet rack upright post min. 76 mm (smaller is optional).

•  Suited for all posts with double-hole patterns on the front and 

an open rear side.

•  All widths up to 3600 mm available.

•  All depths up to 6000 mm available.

•  To prevent collision damage we recommend a fl ow shelve 

depth smaller then the pallet rack depth. 

Flow shelve width = bay width - 12 mm

bay width 500 - 3600 mm

new bay width

bay width 3000 - 4500 mm

new bay width

min. 76 mmmin. 76 mmmin. 76 mm4030
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Gravity conveyor
A conveyor for moving boxes or bins 

often forms a part of the picking 

process. Such a conveyor is easy to 

integrate in the live storage rack. This 

goes for both non-driven conveyors 

(where the order picker manually 

pushes the collection bin or box along 

the picking locations), as for powered 

conveyors (for the transport of fi lled 

bins).

Integration of a conveyor support into 

the live storage rack prevents loss of 

storage capacity due to the placement 

of loose supports.

The conveyor supports are in principle 

mounted to the front of the upright 

frame. Depth and height are tailor-

made for the gravity conveyors.

The (optional) gravity conveyors it 

selves are fi tted with galvanized steel 

rolls. Roller lengths are made to fi t the 

boxes or bins used in the system.

Freestanding conveyors and curves 

are also available (optional) in order 

to connect multiple rows of racks.

14.5 Example C 

Multiple conveyors integrated 

into the rack.

14.3 Example A 

Single gravity conveyor for 

order picking.

14.2 Loose support For a freestanding 

conveyor or if a conveyor extends out-

side the rack.

14.1 Conveyor support Optimal integra-

tion into rack system. No space is lost.

14.4 Example B 

Double conveyors, 1 of which 

is powered. 
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Roller conveyors

Pallet roller 
tracks
Voluminous or very fast moving 

articles can be integrated into live 

storage racks by using pallet roller 

tracks on the fl oor. This is only 

possible if a uniform pallet type is 

used, preferably Euro-pool pallets.  

Implementation

Depending on the pallet weight 2 or 

3 heavy roller tracks are used. These 

are mounted on the fl oor at an angle. 

With instable pallet loads brake rol-

lers (optional) ensure that the pallets 

roll slowly and in a controlled fashion 

up to the end stop. 

Safety separator

After all articles have been collected 

from the pallet, empty pallets have 

to be removed manually. As it is 

undesirable for the second pallet to 

roll through, a safety separator has 

been integrated. The fi rst pallet 

rolls up to the end stop and thereby 

activates a separation system with 

a secondary stop between the fi rst 

and second pallet. This enables em-

ployees to remove empty pallets 

with zero-pressure and no risk of 

injury. The second pallet will remain 

in place until it is released using a 

pedal installed for that purpose.

15.1 Euro-pool-pallet lengthwise

15.2 Euro-pool-pallet crossways

15.3 Safety separator in action

15.6 Pedal

Releases 

the next pallet.

15.4 Pick side

Sturdy end profi le 

stops the pallet.

15.5 Replenish-

ment side

Protective profi le 

to prevent 

damage.

96

67+(Lx3%)67

800

1200

67+(Lx3%)67

1200

800




